
Benefits of This Package-
 Basics of training & Skills Development.
 Know-how of training industry.
 Understanding training, counseling & coaching.
 Polished & an effective communication as a Trainer or 

speaker with mature understanding. 
 Personality Development sessions.
 Techniques to improve confidence & overcome hesitation, 

fear of crowd & all other barriers to prepare an effective 
public speaker & trainer.

 Decent earning opportunities.

This entry level package provides an opportunity to those passionate individuals who want to become & 
develop themselves as an effective public speakers & trainers. 

The package constitutes of basic learning and sessions delivered by experts to teach & train people with 
base level techniques of communication and psychology which can help them bring out the best of their 

individual qualities and strengths.

The fresher level is solely devoted to self-growth and grooming. The trainees of this level are trained in Spoken 
English, Accent and Pronunciation, Public Speaking, Personality development & scientific techniques to help them 

balance their personal and professional lives. These skills are necessary to polish one-self to grow as a Trainer, 
Businessman or as an employee and reach their dream positions.

Joining Levels - SKILLFULNESS ACADEMY

Beginner Level

Intermediate Level 

Intermediate Level offers opportunity to passionate and enthusiastic people who want to channelize their 
existing knowledge & skills to build a strong career in the training industry.

Trainees are coached with deeper understanding of topics to influence every type of audience. The enrolled 
trainers/trainees are polished in their speaking plus training skills and also are provided with a platform to 

display their knowledge and expertise.
Benefits of This Package -
 Special techniques to address every type of audience.
 Mentorship for fast growth in personal and professional life.
 Deeper learning, communication & various skills to train top

management & authorities in the organization.
 Detailed training skill-set to train other trainees.
 Business Development skills and self growth methodology.
 Earning verticals as a trainer & eligibility for the special training projects.
 Branding strategies and opportunity to share the stage with main trainers.

Trainers enrolled in the intermediate level package are given opportunities on various platforms,
institution level events and corporate to help them become profound Trainers along with special branding & 

financial growth verticals.

Advanced Level 

Advanced level package is the premium membership offered by SKILLFULNESS ACADEMY. People enlisted in 
this package have the privilege of executive individual coaching and amalgamated learning of various sciences 

under the guidance of certified and experienced national plus international 
trainers/experts/counselors/coaches to help them deliver trainings and sessions to any stage given to them. 

These learning empower candidates to train top Brains of the organizations & bring desired outcome and 
solution.Benefits of This Package-

 Advanced amalgamated learning to address international audience.
 Progressive business development skills.
 Networking opportunity with influential personalities & elite groups in    

the training industry.
 Financial growth verticals coupled with passive income sources.
 Executive coaching & mentoring for growth in personal and     

professional life.
 Practical and thorough training skill-set to train trainees.
 Eligibility for the special training projects.
 Special branding and advanced level treatment as a Trainer &  

opportunity to become our future franchise holder.

The elevated level of learning in the advanced level package and in sync with proper execution enables them to 
bring the desired outcome with exponential growth rate in the shortest period of time.
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